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Typos to correct:
P 22 Replace Section with Division for Design
P 28 B. 4 Insert “genus or” “Classes in each section are listed alphabetically by genus or binomial name.”
P 30 VIII.B.2 replace “may” with must. See P.85 II A.
P 31 X. A. d, e, f, g Change Chapter 11 to Chapter 10
P 40 II.B Add “blue-ribbon winning” before exhibit.
P 46 Arboreal Award: add or container-grown.
P 47 Educational Award (Box) change to Division Award
P81C.1.a. Delete: “other than plant material”
P 82 Pavé
P 83 Skewering; Veiling metallic threads; Wiring: inserting
P 106 I. C. Change “Low-rise” to “Low-Profile”
P105 F.2 Creative/Distinctive (10 Pts.)
P 119 VI. Change “two” to “four months” in last line of paragraph.
P 119 VI. Delete the letter A. Keep the paragraph. Delete the letter B. and the sentence that follows.
P 119 VI. Chart, 2. Earn at least two (2) exhibiting credits, including at least one(1) ribbon in Design and one (1) in Horticulture in a Small Standard, Standard or Specialty Flower Show for each year or part of a year between refreshers.